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CIRCULATION.

It is no exaggeration to affirm that the North 
American Conservation Conference is the official be
ginning of a movement that will affect profoundly the 
future history of Canada and this continent generally.

Sessional Paper, No. 90, issued by the Dominion 
Parliament, embodies a Declaration of Principles as 
drawn1 up by the Conference. The opening paragraph 
runs thus: “We recognize the mutual interests of the 
nations which occupy the Continent of North America 
and the dependence of the welfare of each upon its 
national resources. We agree that the conservation of 
these resources is indispensable for the continued pros
perity of each nation.” Then, as summing up the 
spirit of the Conference, we find this :—“We agree that 
those resources which are necessaries of life should be 
regarded as public utilities, that their ownership en
tails specific duties to the public, and that as far as pos
sible effective measures should be adopted to guard 
against monopoly.”

The paper then proceeds to define its attitude to
wards public health, forests, waters, lands, minerals, 
and protection of game.

We have especial concern with the section on min
erals. It is proper, considering the importance of the 
matter, to quote the full text of this section :—

During the year ending with March let, 1908, 91,750 copies of 
“The Canadian Mining Journal'’ were printed and distributed, 
an average of 3,822 per issue.

“Entered as second-class matter April 23rd, 1908, at the post- 
office at Buffalo, N.Y., under the Act of Congress of March 3, 
1879.’’
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Minerals.
“We recognize the mineral resources as formi 

the chief basis of industrial progress, and re<u 
their use and conservation as essential to the n 
lie welfare. The minera! fuels play an 
sable part m our modem civilisation. We fav 
act,o„ on the part of each government looking
2t,i„n „C, \°f,the en°rm°"s " «« h 
he ie ™ °f S."ch fl,els> we direct attentior

sll „, r‘yr ',r;'" inventory thereof. Such f,
restrieHo be diSP°Sed of 'T tease under s
and mon v “ will prevent w,! opol'etic or speculative holding, and s 
Ply the publ.c at reasonable prices.
„ J itiicve that the surface rights and uni 
lv d . mmeral rights in lands should be separ 
lanrtT 80 as to permit the surface of
ser . ° )e utilized to the fullest extent, while ] 

government control over the minerals.
( gulations should be adopted looking to 

most economical production of coal and other n 
r<d fuels and the prolongation of the supply to 

utmost. We favour also the substitution of wi 
Power for steam or other power produced by
consumption of fuel.


